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ABSTRACT

that children, parents and SLPs prefer tablet-based delivery
over paper-based activities, but also highlighted the need
for interactive activities to keep children engaged.

We present Flappy Voice, a mobile game to facilitate
acquisition of speech timing and prosody skills for children
with apraxia of speech. The game is adapted from the
popular game Flappy Bird, and replaces touch interaction
with voice control. Namely, we map the child’s vocal
loudness into the bird’s position by means of a smoothing
filter. In this way, children control the game via the
duration and amplitude of their voice. Flappy Voice allows
the therapist to create new exercises with different difficulty
levels, including an assisted mode for children with limited
skills, and a free mode for advanced players. Results from a
pilot user study with children support the feasibility of the
game as a speech training tool.

In response to this need, we present Flappy Voice, a voicedriven game for speech motor acquisition. Adapted from its
eponymous game, Flappy Voice replaces touch input with a
speech detection algorithm that allows users to control the
game with the duration and intensity of their voice.
RELATED WORK

Computer-based interventions have been shown to lead to
higher levels of engagement and reduced error responses in
children, as compared to traditional therapy. Umanski et al.
[7] developed a voice-based game to promote the
development of speech rhythm skills for children with
speech disorders. The player controls an avatar skiing down
a slalom slope in a way that each syllable onset causes a
change in direction. Hailpern et al. [3] developed a realtime voice visualization tool for children with autism and
speech delays. The clinician and child take turns to utter the
same word, and the system provides a visual representation
of the two utterances on a screen. Various other speech
therapy apps have been developed for children, including
PocketSLP, ArtikPix, Speech with Milo; and Apraxiaville;
see [6] and references therein.
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INTRODUCTION

Childhood apraxia of speech (CAS) is a neurological
pediatric disorder that can delay the acquisition of skills,
including prosody control (pitch, loudness, and duration)
and the production of speech units (phones, syllables and
words) [1]. Treatment of CAS requires frequent, intensive,
individualized, and naturalistic motor-based interventions
[5]. However, the high ratio of children with CAS to speech
language pathologists (SLPs) makes such intensive
treatments unviable – CAS is estimated to affect 5-6 % of
children. Thus, there is a need for cost-effective
interventions to complement face-to-face therapy.

SYSTEM DESCRIPTION

While the causes for CAS are not well understood, recent
studies have suggested that a central deficit in timing of
speech sound production and prosodic variations may be
implicated [2, 7]. Accordingly, Flappy Voice is designed to
allow repeated practice of timing and vocal loudness
exercises. As illustrated in Fig 1, Flappy Voice is a sidescrolling game whose goal is to fly a bird through a
sequence of obstacles. Our implementation is adapted from
an open-source Android clone of the original game known
as “Zombie Bird” [4], replacing its apocalyptic theme with
one more appropriate for children.

As a step towards this goal, Parnandi et al. [6] developed a
remote therapy system that allows children to practice CAS
exercises on a mobile app in the comfort of their homes,
and the SLP to assign exercises and monitor progress
remotely through a server. Results from the study showed

Voice Control

To control the game, the child’s voice activity is mapped
via a low-pass filter:
into the bird’s height
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is the speech amplitude at time , computed as the
where
logarithm of the root-mean-square of the speech signal over
a 200 msec window, and is a sensitivity parameter that
controls how quickly the bird reacts to the speech input.
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C
Calibration

T
To accommod
date for indiividual differeences in voiice
looudness, micro
ophone characcteristics or am
mbient noise, th
he
sspeech amplitu
ude
is normaalized relative to the maximu
um
aand minimum amplitudes
a
obsserved thus far in the session:
=

−

⁄
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T
This allows Flaappy Voice to adapt to chang
ges in the child
d’s
aamplitude or am
mbient noise leevels from sesssion to session.
(a)
(c)
(b)
Voice in assisteed mode showss the flight
Fig. 2.. (a) Flappy V
enveloope; (b) Settin
ngs menu (c) E
Exercise editorr.
exercisses?, three chhildren repliedd that they did not like
havingg to wear a heeadset microphhone –a necessity in our
study ddue to the pooor quality of sppeech recorded from the
tablet’ss built-in miccrophone. Alttogether, the user study
provid es encouragingg results, sugggesting the gam
me is fun to
play annd well-suited for CAS therappy.

F
Free and Assis
sted Play

F
Flappy Voice offers two diffferent play modes:
m
free, an
nd
aassisted. In freee mode, crash
hing into an obstacle
o
ends th
he
ggame, which caan severely disrupt practice. Thus, we hav
ve
aalso developed an assisted mode, in which the bird’s heig
ght
is maintained within
w
a “flightt envelope” deefined by tracin
ng
o
–see Fig. 2a. Th
his
liines between consecutive obstacles
pprevents the birrd from ever hitting the obstaacles, and allow
ws
eendless play. To maintain player
p
engagem
ment, points are
a
oonly awarded for
f clearing the obstacles wiithout hitting th
he
uupper or lowerr soft barriers.. In the free mode,
m
a highesstsscores board (n
not shown) pro
ovides an elem
ment of challeng
ge
oover multiple sessions.

FUTUR
RE WORK

Work is underway tto allow the ggame to be conntrolled by
pitch; this would brroaden the rannge of prosodicc activities
beyondd amplitude coontrol. Visual ccues may also bbe added to
each obbstacle, e.g., ann image of a liion to represennt low pitch
vs. a chhipmunk for hiigh pitch, or im
mages of objectts the child
is to nname. At preseent, Flappy Vooice is a standdalone app;
with remote
additioonal work is neeeded to integraate the game w
therapyy systems [6]. User studies aare also neededd to test the
games’’ effectivenesss as an intervenntion for CAS.

C
Customization
n

F
Flappy Voice can be custo
omized to meeet the needs of
inndividual children. In addiition to selectiing between th
he
tw
wo play modees, the SLP caan also modify
fy the sensitiviity
pparameter in eq
q. (1) and the width
w
of the vertical
v
clearan
nce
aat each obstaccle –see Fig. 2b, which in turn affect th
he
ggame’s difficu
ulty. Finally,, Flappy Voiice provides an
innterface that allows
a
the SLP to create new
w screens with an
aarbitrary numbeer of obstacles –see Fig. 2c.
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U
USER STUDIES

W
We performed a pilot study in
n which childreen (N=6; 5 malle;
aages 4-12 yearrs; 3 CAS, 3 control)
c
were allowed to play
w
with the game and then askeed to completee a short survey
ddescribing theiir experience. When asked
d What did yo
ou
thhink about thee exercises?, ch
hildren unanim
mously responded
thhat the game was “fun” and
d that they enj
njoyed it, thoug
gh
oone child respo
onded that the bird was a “biit hard to contrrol
aat times.” Wh
hen asked What
W
did you like about th
he
eexercises?, onee child replied that “Not as hard
h
as the actu
ual
fflappy bird and
d I don’t think
k many peoplee would get veery
aangry,” whereaas another child
d replied “Thaat he didn’t diee.”
IInterestingly, children
c
with CAS
C
liked thee assisted mod
de,
w
whereas contro
ol children exp
pressed prefereence towards th
he
ffree mode. Wh
hen asked What did you no
ot like about th
he
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Fig 1.. System diagrram of Flappy
y Voice
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